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ABSTRACT
The H.761 standard defines that the NCL media object that is re-
quired in a Ginga-NCL implementation is the hypertext markup
language (HTML)-based media object. Such HTML media object
considerable use of memory and data transmission. Therefore, it is
useful for devices with considerable memory and with a broadband
connection. However, it is not recommended for scenarios with low
bitrate and contrast memory, such as the digital radio device. In
such cases, the NCL application used data should be minimum. For
such scenarios, the use of graphic media, such as png and jpg, can
consume considerable data. We propose that an SVG engine should
also be required to support such cases.
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1 BACKGROUND
The H.761[1] standard defines that "NCL media object that is re-
quired in a Ginga-NCL implementation is the hypertext markup
language (HTML)-based media object" Such HTML media object
use considerable amount of memory and data transmission. There-
fore, it is useful for devices with considerable memory and with
a broadband connection. However, it is not recommended for sce-
narios with low bit-rate and contrast memory, such as the digital
radio device. In such cases, the NCL application used data should
be minimum. For such scenarios, the use of graphic media, such as
png and jpg, can consume considerable data.

2 PROPOSAL
Support Vector Graphics SVG Tiny 1.21. More precisely, we propose
support of the mime type "image/svg+xml" for <media> content.

3 USE CASE
The following codes present the SVG code and NCL example using
it, respectively.

1 <svg height="100" width="100">

2 <circle cx="50" cy="50" r="40" stroke="black" stroke-width="3"

fill="red" />

3 </svg>

Listing 1: SVG code fragment
1 <ncl>

2 <body>

3 <port id='start0' component='m1'/>

4 <media id='m1' src='circle.svg'>

1https://www.w3.org/TR/SVGTiny12/intro.html
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5 <property name="zIndex" value="0"/>

6 <property name='bounds' value='0%,0%,50%,50%'/>

7 </media>

8 </body>

9 </ncl>

Listing 2: NCL code fragment with problems.
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